Party discipline'. The Sixth Plenum's declaration that 'The Party's Central Committee takes Comrade Xi Jinping as its core' meant that the content of Party discipline would henceforth be determined by what Xi had to say, or had previously said, on the subject. 
Xi Jinping on Party Discipline
To use Xi's favourite adjective, the book Edited Excerpts on Discipline was the first general publication of these 'internal speeches' 内部讲话. At the heart of any discipline is a set of instructions. On an individual level, to discipline one's mind or body is to subject oneself to a prescribed set of mental or physical exercises, or trials, to achieve a desired goal.
Whatever the goal, whether an improved attitude to life, greater under- As we are such a big political party, what can we rely on to govern our troops? What can we count on to overcome risks and challenges? The answer is, in addition to adopting the correct theory and the correct line, principles and policies, we must also rely on strictly following regulations and exercising strict discipline. We make so many demands.
We want a multi-pronged approach to solve both the symptoms and the root cause of our problems. Relying on a full understanding of the situation is not enough. We must have strict constraints that can be forcefully implemented. This is what discipline means. 
THE 'FOUR COMPREHENSIVES', by Gloria Davies
Xi first used the 'Four Com- After outlining the challenges presented by slowing economic growth, Li spoke of the government's commitment to innovation-driven economic development. In order for Chinese-made goods to become globally competitive, he encouraged enterprises to adopt 'flexible and customtailored production processes and foster the spirit of the craftsman, of striving for the best, so that more types of products, products of a higher quality, and [recognisable] brand products will be made'. The Language of Discipline Gloria Davies reading had used the wrong character, substituting 'clothing' 衣 yi for 'peasants' 农 nong -the two characters look similar -or whether Xi had misread the character, remains a mystery. At any rate, he did not appear to notice he had misquoted the line.
As soon as Xi's speech was aired, cryptic comments began appearing on the mainland Chinese Internet about the necessity of 'disrobing' 宽衣 when 'doing business' 通商. On Twitter, which remains blocked in China, Zhang's poem reflects a disciplined ease in the use of literary and colloquial Chinese. Rich in quotidian references, literary allusions, and fragments of quotations familiar to educated Chinese, it embodies the Spirit of the Craftsman. The 'mansion of mansions' 楼上楼 in the first line is a popular name for Chinese restaurants in China and abroad, including a famous one by Hangzhou's West Lake. The 'deserted city' in the original alludes to a ruse employed by the famous military strategist Zhuge Liang 诸 葛亮 . Zhang used the phrase 'deserted city' to highlight the state's closure of large sectors of Hangzhou, greatly inconveniencing the city's residents, more than one-third of whom were made to leave town during the week of the summit. 
LIN SHENG'S 'AT THE INN IN HANGZHOU'
Beyond the hills blue hills, beyond the mansionsTo song and dance on the West lake when will there be an end?
Idlers fuddled on the fumes of the warm breeze Will turn Hangzhou that rises into Kaifeng that fell. 
Conflicting Vernaculars
Under Xi, intellectual life in mainland China has eroded dramatically. By 
ZHANG LIFAN'S 'TWO STANZAS ON THE PROSPEROUS AGE', translated by Gloria Davies
Gaudy and extravagant, a glittering appearance, A splendid banquet keeps Chinese and barbarian taste buds busy.
Grass-like commoners exert themselves, their blood and toil,
Becoming the detritus that forms a palace ditch.
When will we stop seeing clones everywhere?
The same tired martial arts routines lack artistry*.
With half a basinful of West Lake's feet-washing water,
Official Zhang, his talent spent, arrives in Hangzhou.
* and Consensus, 'China has entered an age in which people's mouths are comprehensively sealed. This is the mark that the Xi Jinping era will leave on history.' Yang Jianli 杨建利, president of the Washington-based NGO Initiatives for China, commented that ' "Obey the rules" is the type of language secret societies use. To discipline Party cadres using this language shows that the CCP conducts itself like a secret society … However, Xi Jinping's word isn't law in the way that Mao Zedong's and Deng Xiaoping's were, which is why he keeps resorting to Party rectification and shock and awe tactics in his bid to gain absolute control.' Cheng Xiaonong 程晓农, 
